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What will we cover?

- Why is this important?
- Where do I start?
- What am I looking for?
- Tracking down problems
- A few more tools…
- Q & A

- FAST Q & A session today @ 3:30
Data quality issues / concerns are still present:

- Over the past 5 or 6 years, the FAST management team’s emphasis on data quality seems to be paying off in that many of the most glaring types of problems we were seeing are not occurring as frequently, at least when looking at data aggregated to the agency level.
- Some of the improvement is based on agencies improving their reporting processes and systems,
- Some of the improvement is agency leads ensuring the data is reviewed and taking advantage of the tools in FAST to find and fix issues,
- Some of the improvement is based on more review effort on the part of the FAST management team earlier in the submission process,

That’s good, but the FAST management team is still seeing some of those same sorts of problems, and many of those same sorts of problems where we’ve focused on agency aggregates are still present in the underlying data (e.g., at the bureau or fleet level below the agency).

The FAST management team is under increasing pressure to meet their own reporting responsibilities sooner after the close of the data call, so they are trying hard to make sure agency leads get feedback as early as it looks like their submission is complete so that issues can be addressed before the close of the data submission window. Many of the agency leads saw that feedback from DOE and/or GSA during this past data call. Agency leads should expect that effort to continue; anything we can do to make sure issues are addressed early and/or that what may just be an anomaly due to other factors can be understood and explained as early as possible accelerates the ability for the organizations who need this information to actually use it.

Future move to vehicle-level data (VLD): Any move in the future to vehicle-level data (we believe that such a move is quite likely) will fundamentally change the shape of the data collected and will change the manner in which and the level at which that data is validated. Many of the common types of consistency issues, in particular, may simply not be possible with VLD (e.g., mismatches between vehicles and fuel consumption). Ensuring that your agency submission is thoroughly reviewed now can help ensure that there aren’t gaps or overlaps in what your agency is submitting, which could cause significant swings once the data is being reported in a more detailed manner.
We will look at two key reports that can be used as the starting point for reviewing your agency's submission:

- Data Quality & Consistency Report
  - 13 views showing history
    - Time-based aspect of consistency
  - 5 views comparing data “sections”
    - Consistency within the current year’s submission
    - Inconsistencies are highlighted
  - Available at all levels of the reporting hierarchy
  - Ability to look at subsets of overall fleet
    - All fleets or foreign or domestic subsets
    - All vehicles or LE vehicles or armored vehicles
  - Let’s take a look…

[Demo: Data Quality & Consistency Report]
Second report is the agency-level Data Call Summary report.

This report deployed in FAST in the 2012-2013 timeframe:
- There is an analogous report at the Federal level that DOE and GSA use in their initial review of agency submissions; many of the kinds of issues that DOE or GSA reach out to agencies to investigate at the end of the data call are highlighted in that Federal version of this report
- While the Federal-level report used by DOE and GSA looks at agency aggregates, this report is looking at fleet-level submissions and how the fleet data contributes to the agency aggregates
- This report was originally conceived of as a set of predefined tables that, for certain situations or users, could replace building and running queries in the FAST query tool

Derived inventory (added for FY2014 data call):
- Based on different portions of the “actuals” data submitted by the fleets
- Actual inventory from last year + actual acquisitions reported this year – actual disposals reported this year SHOULD equal actual inventory reported this year
- Note: All of these are actuals; none of the planned, projected, forecast data is used
- Any deviation between actual and derived inventory is indicative of some sort of problem or inconsistency with one or more of those actual figures
- Potentially very important way of looking at consistency of agency submissions from year to year, as it highlights unexplained changes in inventory (e.g., inconsistencies in inventory, in acquisitions, or in disposals)

[Demo: Agency Data Call Summary Report]
This sort of significant swing shown here, particularly with relatively large values, is not typical. An important thing to remember is that there are a number of things that could cause this sort of swing.
Looking at how metrics are moving with or against each other: something here (actually several things) just don’t look like they make sense

- 2013’s 40% increase in vehicle mileage with decreases in both inventory and fuel consumption;
- 2014’s 30% decrease in vehicle mileage – which may actually be a function of bad data the prior year – in conjunction with a significant (but not large enough) drop in fuel consumption

Also look for fleet metrics that just are not what you are expecting based on what you know about the operation of your fleet through the year (e.g., unexpected changes in inventory, shifts in fuel volumes consumed, etc.).
Areas of inconsistency: these will typically be visually highlighted:
- In this example, group of 44 owned vehicles w/o indirect costs and without depreciation.
- There may be a valid explanation, but these vehicles stand out because of that inconsistency but also because they are inconsistent with other vehicle groups:
  - Only row w/vehicles and w/o indirect costs
  - Only row of owned vehicles w/o depreciation

Note: this data may not be wrong (i.e., these vehicles may be managed financially differently than other vehicles in the fleet), but they do look odd. When things like this are highlighted, it is important that you as the agency lead understand whether they are correct (and can explain what looks to be an anomaly) OR that you dig into them to find and fix the problem.

As noted earlier, this type of inconsistency is showing in the agency-level DQ&C report much less frequently than it was 5 years ago.
What do I look for?

- In the Agency Data Call Summary report:
  - Changes that are highlighted
    - Look for big changes
      • … accounting for fleet size
    - Look at current-year breakdowns based on what you know about your fleet
      • Start with bottom line numbers
      • … then find contributing fleets
    - Let’s take a look…

Look for values that are highlighted
- … but remember that small quantities can magnify percentage changes out of proportion
- So also look at the changes in light of overall magnitudes (for example, a significant change in a large fleet may not meet the threshold to cause it to be highlighted)

[Demo: Use ADCS report to look at swings in alternative fuel consumption shown in earlier slide]
One approach is to use the ADCS report to get additional detail on problems shown in the DQ&C report, then switch back to bureau-level or fleet-level DQ&C reports to dig further.

[Demo: Using FAST’s query tool to validate consistency of LE/ER/foreign vehicles with the corresponding designations for VAM coverage]
DQ&C report is particularly valuable because:
- It is available at all levels in the reporting hierarchy
- Last table in the report shows who reviewed it and when
- Filtering ability for LE and armored vehicles makes it very easy to look at just those subsets of the fleet, but also to make sure fleets without LE or armored vehicles don’t have vehicles, costs, miles, fuel reported in the wrong categories

If you have ideas for additional reports or additions to existing reports that would facilitate your review process or would help find specific types of problems, contact the FAST development team!

**A few more ideas…**

- Agency DQ&C / DCS Highlights report
  - Summary of highlighted items from other two reports
  - Another good place to start
    - … but it is only the highlighted items

- Take advantage of the DQ&C report:
  - Available at all levels of the reporting hierarchy
    - Look at levels below the agency to find issues lost in the agency-level aggregation
  - Use the DQ&C report’s filtering
    - Easy way to find LE or armored data inconsistencies
    - Important even for agencies without LE or armored vehicles

- Ideas for other views / capabilities? Talk to us!
Questions...
Contact Information

- GSA Office of Governmentwide Policy
  - Ed Lawler (ed.lawler@gsa.gov, 202-501-3354)
  - Karl Wolfe (karl.wolfe@gsa.gov, 202-219-0446)

- DOE Federal Energy Management Program
  - Daniel Gore (daniel.gore@ee.doe.gov, 202-586-6477)
  - Navid Ahdieh (navid.ahdieh@nrel.gov, 202-488-2211)

- Energy Information Administration
  - Cynthia Amezcua (cynthia.amezcua@eia.gov, 202-586-1658)
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  - Ron Stewart (ron.stewart@inl.gov, 208-526-4064)
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